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RF-4C-25-MC 65-0903 as it looks today on display at the Strategic Air Command and Aerospace Museum in Ashland, Nebraska. It is displayed in 
the Euro I scheme. (U.S. Militaria Forum) 

   The Hill scheme appeared around 1988, and is the last scheme applied to the Phantom 
fleet. It comprised of just two greys, FS36118 Gunship Grey & FS362270 Neutral Grey. Most of 
the aircraft was painted in FS36118 Gunship Grey, but the stabilizer, outer wing panels and 
forward fuselage were painted in FS36270 Neutral Grey. The anti-glare panel was normally 
FS36118 Gunship Grey. National Insignias and stencils were in the opposite grey, depending on 
where it was applied. Warning panels remained in color, and serial numbers and squadron 
markings varied. Nose art began to appear on the aircraft as well. 
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The Hill I Camoflage scheme as applied to the Phantom fleet. FS36118 Gunship Grey was the base color, but the stabilizer, outer wing panels 
and forward fuselage were FS36270 Neutral Grey. National insignias and stencils were applied in the reverse grey, depanding on location. 
Warning labels remained in color, tail serial numbers and anti-glare panel could be in black or FS36118 Gunship Grey and squadron markings 
varied. (Afterburner Decals via Cybermodeler) 
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RF-4C-25-MC 65-0830 in the new Hill I grey scheme as seen in 1989. The squadron tail markings appaer to be applied in FS36118 Gunship Grey. 
(Robert Tourville) 

 

RF-4C-25-MC 65-0428 as seen in the Hill I scheme in 1992. Note that most of the squadron markings remain in FS36118 Gunship Grey, however 
two yellow borders have been applied to the NEBRASKA markings, and nose art has been applied. (Robert Tourville) 
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RF-4C-25-MC 65-0939 as seen in August 1991 in the Hill I grey scheme, however, the two borders on the stabilizer tip are in red this time. The 
"flaming arrow" motif appears aft of the intake with red flames as well. (Robert Tourville) 

 

The Group Commander's aircraft RF-4C-25-MC 65-0155 in a little more colorful Hill I scheme. The stabilizer cap is painted in red, yellow & blue 
and the unit award applied below. 155 TRG is applied in FS36118 on the stabilizer. the word NEBRASKA was previously applied along the 
leading edge of the tail, but it appears to have been removed. Nose art appears to have been applied. (f16crewchief) 
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RF-4C-25-MC 65-0853 on the ramp at Pensacola, Florida during Novenber, 1992. The stabilizer borders are in blue on this aircraft and the unit 
award has been applied, but no nose art is noted. (Gary Chambers via Airliners.net) 
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RF-4C-25-MC 65-0868 on the ramp in 1991 with yellow borders, unit award and nose art applied. (Gary Chambers via Airliners.net) 
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RF-4C-25-MCs 65-0859 & 65-0932 in formation flight over Nebraska during the early 1990s (Nebraska National Guard Museum via Capt Cody 
Cade) 
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Examples of nose art applied to the 173rd's RF-4Cs after retirement to AMARC in 1993. (Nebraska National Guard Museum via Capt Cody Cade) 

   The units operations with the Photo Phantom came to an end in January, 1993, capping 19 
years of operations. Most of the fleet went to AMARC, but at two are on display, one outside of 
the 173rd's ramp in Lincoln, Nebraska and the other one inside of the Strategic Air Command & 
Aerospace Museum in Ashland, Nebraska. 

 

 


